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By Laurent Mazliak and Rossana Tazzioli. Dordrecht, Heidelberg, London, New York
(Springer). 2009. ISBN 978-90-481-2739-9. IX + 194 p. 106,95€.This book presents and comments on the correspondence between Vito Volterra
(1860–1940) and three French mathematicians: Émile Borel (1871–1956), Jacques Hadamard
(1865–1963), and Émile Picard (1856–1941) during World War I and the post-war period. The
choice of subject was occasioned by the donation, in 1981, of Volterra’s Nachlass to the
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei in Rome, by his descendents—an enormous collection of
more than 16,000 well catalogued letters, constituting the Fondo Volterra. The three French
mathematicians figure there prominently, with 410, 82 and 204 letters, respectively. Since
Volterra kept drafts of the letters he sent, his Nachlass gives us almost complete access to
the correspondence. Of his three correspondents, only Borel’s Nachlass survives, in the
archives of the Académie des sciences in Paris.
The authors selected from the collection all the letters which cover the years including
World War I and a short post-war period. Their aim was thus to document how this
war affected the lives of these mathematicians, and to provide three types of information
via their correspondence (p. 5): “1. Information about the immediate context, 2. Informa-
tion about how the role of a scientist evolved in a completely new surrounding”, and 3.
How these mathematicians considered the relationships between their views of science
and their view of war.
The main part of the book is constituted by the letters, which were transcribed from the
manuscripts and given in their original form, accompanied by an extensive apparatus of
footnotes explaining issues raised or mentioned in the letters. The book gives as introduc-
tions brief biographical information about the four protagonists and a sketch of the situ-
ation in Italy and France in the pre-war period. There, some basic political information
is given as well as some lucid remarks about the relationship between state and Catholic
Church, although it is not clear for which purpose they serve. Highly relevant, however,
is the description of the contrary political positions: while France was allied to Russia
and Great Britain by the Entente, Italy was allied to Germany and Austria by the Triplice
Alliance; it was this alliance that allowed Italy to realize imperialist dreams and to invade
Eritrea and Ethiopia in the 1880s and Libya in 1912. On the other hand, this alliance also
caused major conflict in Italy itself over whether she should remain neutral, rally her
German-Austrian allies or, alternatively, enter the War on the side of the Entente to
conquer the traditionally Austrian provinces beyond her northern borders. As revealed
in another introductory section of this book, Volterra was strongly in favour of entering
the war on France’s side against Austria. A short chapter on his institutional activities
describes Volterra’s involvement in promoting mathematics and the sciences by creating
specialized societies: here, it is mentioned only briefly that he held the position of Senator
from 1905 (p. 17), but no information is given about his service in this political position.
There is a concluding third part of the book, with several small chapters, exploiting
“numerous documents from other sources”, which should “offer interesting complementary
information to the reader” (p. 7). Actually, all this complementary documentation comes
from some documents found in Volterra’s Nachlass. They shed light on some peculiar,
and as yet unstudied, aspects of the War—such as initiatives by French Jews to convince
the Jewish community in the United States to no longer back Germany, but Tsarist Russia,
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ganda in Italy, strongly supported by Volterra.
As the authors remark, from the outbreak of the War onwards, the letters exchanged no
longer bear on mathematics, concerning essentially the correspondents’ individual experi-
ences and the political dimensions.
The very first letter in the edition, from Borel to Volterra, on 3 September 1914, was
breathtaking for this reviewer due to its emphatic affirmation “que nous défendons la cause
de la civilisation, de la liberté et du droit” (p. 35)—that France “is defending the cause of
civilisation, liberty and justice”, assuring that they would fight until the final victory. No
less emphatic is the immediate answer by Volterra, on 7 September, where he proclaims
his admiration for France as a noble and important country fighting for the cause of justice
and civilisation, and expresses his conviction in the final triumph of France (p. 36). This is
particularly striking when it is remembered that the period up until the outbreak of World
War I had been one of close cooperation between mathematicians from all European coun-
tries. In particular, in April 1914 the International Congress on Mathematics Teaching took
place in Paris, organized by the International Commission on Mathematics Instruction and
its president Felix Klein, jointly prepared and optimally realized particularly by mathema-
ticians from France, Germany, and Italy. So, given the close cooperation between mathe-
maticians in Europe in the pre-war years, in particular between French, German, and
Italian scholars, my first question was how did these mathematicians transform themselves
so rapidly and so profoundly into radical nationalists? Surely, many contemporary reports
exist concerning the huge rise in nationalistic enthusiasm for war at the very beginning of
hostilities in all the belligerent states, even among socialist parties who had previously
argued for pacifism. But how and why did this sentiment also appeal to these mathemati-
cians? The editors do not provide answers for this quite obvious question.
Regarding Volterra, from neutral Italy, there are no reasons given. And for the French
mathematicians, the editors hint, in an unsystematic manner, to a collective phenomenon:
an alleged trauma of the defeat of 1870 (e.g. on p. 35), but without substantiating this claim
by references to relevant literature. The literature on history of science affirms admiration
for German science by French scientists (and politicians), after the lost war of 1870–71, and
the transmission of German models for cultivating science to France. And the authors hint
at various times to a biographical motivation for Picard’s hatred of Germans: his father’s
death during the siege of Paris in 1870, but without substantiating whether this is their
personal guess or affirmed somewhere else, and in particular what was meant by “German
brutality” then (p. 11). Picard’s alleged “anti-German outburst of an incredible violence” is
again ascribed to this “personal tragedy” (p. 11).
However, it was the common resolve, not only of French mathematicians, but of French
scientists in general to ban all scientific cooperation with German and Austrian scientists
and to dissolve all institutions and collaborations with partners from these countries. In
1915 the French Academy of Sciences took the scandalous decision to exclude Felix Klein
and other German scientists. Gaston Darboux, permanent secretary of the French Acad-
emy of Sciences, wrote in his letter inviting representatives of all Allied nations in 1916
to a meeting in Paris to discuss international relations after the War: “Veut on, oui ou
non, reprendre des relations personnelles avec nos ennemis?” (Lehto, 1998, 16).11 “Do you want, yes or no, to reestablish relations with our enemies?”
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of exclusion and dissolution as common principle among the victorious states at the end of
World War I. It was the first time internationally that no distinction between politics and
science had been made—science had been put to the service of victorious states. Thus, the
1920 Congress of Mathematicians in Strasbourg did not admit mathematicians from
Austria and Germany (and even mathematicians from neutral countries were only invited
if they had not been “hostile” to the Entente). On the other hand, it was Italy which first
broke the ban and invited German mathematicians to the next truly international Congress
of Mathematicians, in Bologna, in 1928. But Picard was far from being “isolated in his
wrath against anything related to Germany” (p. 11).
Given the highly meritorious task of editing and commenting in detail on the letters
exchanged, there is, in this volume, a problem of contextualization. Reflecting on the cir-
cumstances of the correspondents, one becomes aware that there are not only two countries
involved but three: besides France and Italy, Germany is always present too, at least implic-
itly. It is more a triangle than a bilateral relation. The third element remains almost entirely
in the dark, throughout the book, instead of being used to elucidate the context.
For instance, it is mentioned once that Volterra was not representative among his Italian
colleagues, who continued to refrain from ostracizing Germany and Austria (p. 23). To bet-
ter understand Volterra’s actions, we need to know how Italian mathematicians related to
German and Austrian mathematicians before World War I; which of them changed posi-
tion, why, and in what way; and what happened after the War. This question is particularly
acute for Volterra himself before the War. Indeed, in David Hilbert’s Nachlass, for example,
there are five letters from Volterra—as well as a photo dedicated to Hilbert—dated from
1899 and ending, perhaps significantly, in 1913. One would have expected that the editors
looked for Volterra’s exchanges with German colleagues, in the enormous Fondo Volterra,
in order to make his positioning clearer. Likewise, it would be helpful to know more about
the relationships of the three French mathematicians in concreto with their German col-
leagues before World War I.
From the historical literature on World War I it is clear that both sides succeeded within
a short time in establishing a highly efficient propaganda machinery—which was so
successful that people had major difficulties in distinguishing propaganda from objective
news. Reacting to such propaganda and creating itself a new level of propaganda, namely
converting scientists into protagonists of war propaganda, the notorious “Aufruf an die
Kulturwelt”—appeal to the civilized world—from 93 German scientists and intellectuals,
of 4 October 1914—reacting in particular to the presentation, by media of the Entente
states, of the destruction of the Belgian town Louvain by German troops at the end of
August 1914, is mentioned but only briefly (p. 40, note 27, and p. 94, note 174). This could
have well served as an aid to analyse the new role of scientists and intellectuals in the War.
The editors also fail to exploit the extensive German literature on this subject, especially the
excellent analysis and documentation by Ungern-Sternberg and Ungern-Sternberg (1996).
In this context, they mention in a footnote a paper by Anne Rasmussen (2004) but do not
exploit and apply the conceptions developed there, which would have well served as a
framework for the entire edition. In fact, the former, pre-war universe of scientists had been
replaced almost immediately by nationalistic mobilization, or as Julien Benda phrased it in
1927—by “dévoiement des clercs [. . .] au service d’un interêt particulier, celui de la nation”
(quoted by Rasmussen, 2004, 9): the misdirection of the scholar to the service of a partic-
ular interest, that of the nation. It was the constitution of the “intellectuel collectif”, which
became characteristic of the integration of scientists and intellectuals into the respective
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1915, which he understood as entering “en propagande”: “On m’assigne mon poste de com-
bat, j’accours; le poste est sans danger, il sera donc sans gloire; je n’y puis verser mon sang,
mais j’y verserai tout ce que mon cur contient de dévouement” (quoted by Rasmussen,
2004, 12).2 It was the intellectual and the savant who invested their prestige into claiming
that their nation was fighting for truth and against the false, and fighting for justice, thus
contributing to the mobilization of the respective population (Rasmussen, 2004, 10).
One might go further and argue that even the editors themselves do not seem to be free
of traditional nationalism. Presenting Volterra’s pro-war agitation, they implicitly accept
the underlying Italian plea and policy for so-called “natural” borders—in this case, to have
the Alps as northern borders and hence to annex the traditional German region of
Southern Tirol, thus creating the still unresolved problem of Tirol being within Italy. There
is also an apocryphal allusion to the War’s “bitter conclusion for Italy in 1919 at the peace
conference” (p. 3), which is neither explained nor understandable, in particular since Italy
was defeated by Austria in its attempts to conquer the natural borders, and was only
granted these regions at the Versailles peace conference as a reward for her change of
allegiance during the War.
At the micro-level, this edition provides an insight into the behaviour of mathematicians
in Italy and in France during World War I, but it misses the chance to locate and interpret
it in the broader context of the new nationalized mobilization of scholars in the service of
their respective states.
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2 One assigns to me my place of fighting and I come running to it; this place is without danger and
thus without glory; I am not able to spill my blood, but I will spill all which my heart contains of
dedication.
